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This paper is concerned with the scattering of electromagnetic radiation in an inhomogeneous polarizable .

medium. In particular, we are interested in scatterers whose positions are correlated and whose characteristic

size is on the order of or less than a wavelength. The central problem is that of determining the electric and

magnetic fields acting on a given scatterer in the medium. This is the effective wave that polarizes the

scatterer, and its calculation is complicated by what are generally referred to as local field effects. Assuming

that the scattering is weak, i.e., that the system deviates only slightly from being homogeneous, we are able

to treat local field effects through second order in perturbation theory, and to derive explicit expressions for

the scattered effective field and the dispersion relation satisfied by the coherent wave. The scattering cross

section is derived and related to the attenuation of the coherent wave in an infinite medium. In addition, the

diffractive effects due to scattering from a finite medium are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Conventional treatments of wave propagation in

dielectric media are based on self-consistent inte-
gral equations' ' that relate the effective field at a
given point t6'the scattered waves emitted at all
other points in the sample. This analysis is usu-
ally applied to molecular systems with fields whose
wavelengths are in the optical regime. In this case
the distances characterizing the inhomogeneities
(molecular dimensions) a,re much smaller than a
typical wavelength and the polarizability may
therefore be assumed to be constant. By contrast,
in the present case the size of the inhomogeneities
is comparable to the wavelength and a more care-
ful treatment is required. In particular, the polar-
izability must now be allowed to vary continuously.

Two complementary approaches have been used
in connection with the present problem. The first
approach is based on multiple scattering theory
and involves the development of a hierarchy of in-
tegral equations. The first equation expresses the
total field in terms of the effective field with one
scatterer held fixed, the second relates the effec-
tive field with one scatterer held fixed to the effec-
tive field with two scatterers held fixed, etc. In

practice, this hierarchy must be truncated at an

early level, for example, by assuming that the ef-
fective fields with one and two sites held fixed are
equal. ' While approximations of this kind are
physically reasonable, their precise range of va-
lidity is difficult to estimate. An alternative pro-
cedure has been developed by Vezzetti and Keller. '
These authors solve for the natural modes of an
infinite medium to obtain a dispersion relation as
a power series in the polarizability. However, an

explicit relation for the index of refraction is
found by considering. only the first-order term and

assuming that the scatterers are uncorrelated.
The second method, which is employed in this

paper, is based on perturbation theory and is cer-
tainly valid as long as the fluctuations in the ran-
dom polarizability are small. This approach has
been considered in some detail by Keller and co-
workers. ' ' While the basic formalism developed
in Sec. III of the present paper is closely related
to that of Ref. 8, our approach differs from that of
previous authors in several respects. First, these
papers' ' start from the wave equation, in which
the macroscopic parameters are allowed to vary.
Our integral equation for the effective field is mi-
croscopic, with the random variable being the po-
larizability at a site. This procedure is conceptu-
ally superior because (i) it follows the procedure
used in a uniform medium to relate the macro-
scopic dielectric constant to the polarizability
(which is reviewed in Sec. II), and (ii) it more ob-
viously treats the inhomogeneities as perturbations
from uniformity. Essentially, the previous authors
allow the dielectric constant to vary. Vhey then
derive an expression for the change in the macro-
scopic dielectric constant in terms of the correla-
tion of these fluctuations. However, the dielectric
constant, as'well as its fluctuations, must funda-
mentally involve a summation over dipole sites.
This is the approach taken in the present paper, '

we deal directly wifh the microscopic properties of
an inhomogeneous medium. Second, we treat the
self-field singularities by noting that each integral
over the dipole sites must exclude the small volume
occupied by the dipole at the point where the effec-
tive field is being calculated. Since each of these
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integrals involves the differential operator (V x V x)
acting on a. Green's function, whenever the deriva-
tives are removed from an integral a self-field
term is produced. Of course, one removes the
derivatives so that Fourier transforming reduces
the integral equation to an algebraic equation.
However, the fundamental expression for the effec-
tive field involves a summation of fields (V&&Vx

inside the integral) which differs from the field of
a summation of polarization potentials (Vx Vx out-
side) by the self-field term T.he exact treatment
of these terms changes the corrections to the
Lorentz-Lorenz relation from those obtained by
previous authors. '

E'(r„, I) = E,(r„, t) + Q E„(r„,t), (2.1a)

H'(r„, t) = H, (r„, t)+ Q H (r„, t) .
m&n

(2.1b)

II. EFFECTIVE FIELD EQUATIONS

We consider the propagation of an electromagnet-
ic wave in an infinite, inhomogeneous nonmagnetic
medium. The effective electric and magnetic. fields
E'(r„, I) and H'(r„, f), defined as the fields acting on
the nth dipole of the medium can be divided into the
incident (external) fields E„H„and a contribution
due to scattered waves emitted by all of the other
dipoles,

Here E (r„, I) and H (r„, I) are the values at the
point r„and the time t of the fields radiated by the
mthdipole. In terms of the moment p(r, I), these
fields are given by"

E (r„, t) = V x V x [p(r, t —R„ /c)/R„j, (2.2a)

H (r„, I) = V x [p(r, f —R„ /c)/R„„], (2.2b)

where R„=~r„—r i, the V operation is taken with
respect to the coordinates x„,y„,z„of the nth

dipole, and the dot in Eq. (2.2b) denotes a time
derivative. We will assume that the medium is a
continuous distribution of dipoles. Neglecting ef-
fects due to magnetic forces, the total dipole mo-
ment per unit volume P(r, t) and the effective field
E'(r, t) are then related by the equation

P(r, f) = o.(r, t)E'(r, f) . (2.3)

Note that the polarizability n(r, t) as defined by Eq.
(2.3) contains a factor of the dipole number density,
and therefore is dimensionless. We allow for
nonrigid systems by letting n(r, f) be time depen-
dent. Combining Eqs. (2. 1)—(2.3), and replacing
the sums in (2.1) by volume integrations, we ob-
tain the closed system of integral equations

(2.4a)

( / t)[ r(r„rt —tEt/c)E'(r„t —E/c)] (2.4b)

where R = ir r, i
an—d the subscript o on the r, inte-

gration indicates that an infinitesimal sphere of
radius e centered at the point r, -;r (representing
the volume occupied by the dipole at r) has been
excluded from the volume of integration. The limit
e-0 is taken at the end of every calculation.

Equation (2.4a) is an integro-differential equation
for the effective field E (r, t). Since the medium is
nonmagnetic, only one equation is required, that
is, given an approximate solution for E (r, t), the
corresponding approximation for H'(r, t) may be
obtained directly for Eq. (2.4b). We emphasize
that these equations are equivalent to Maxwell's
equations for the present system. " Equations (2.4)
simplify if the incident and effective fields are as-
sumed to vary monochromatically in time. In this
case (2.4a) may be rewritten

E'(r)=E, (r)+ f V xV, x(G, ( —r, )tr(r, )E'(r, )jd r, ,
a

(2.5a)

where

G,(r —r) = exp(ikoir —r, i)/ir —r, [ (2.5b)

is the usual vacuum Green's function (k, = e/c).
(We use a subscript zero to signify quantities char-
acteristic of the vacuum. ) In principle, the effec-
tive field remains time dependent through the ran-
dom variable o.(r, t —R/c). However, for nonrela-
tivistic systems the time R/c is very much smaller
than the interval over which the polarizability will
vary. Thus we can assume that o(r, t) = o((r, .

f —R/c). Though the medium may change in time,
we will calculate the effective field at the time t as
if the medium froze at the configuration assumed
at t. Accordingly the explicit dependence on t in

Eq. (2.5a) has been dropped.
Equation (2.5a) is the central equation of the

present section, Before developing the formalism
required to treat the general inhomogeneous sys-
tern, we consider the simpler case of a uniform
medium, i.e. , o(r) «o (a constant). (We use a bar
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to signify quantities characteristic of the average
medium. ) This will allow us to derive the familiar
Lorentz-Lorenz equation. To begin, we employ
the identity"

this point is perhaps seen most clearly in connec-
tion with the extinction theorem, " it is already
apparent in Eqs. (2.11b) and (2.12) where the vacu-
um dispersion relation q'=k'0 has been changed to
q' = k' = Z O', . Equation (2.12), relating e and e, is
clearly equivalent to

((r)rv, xr, xf G,(r —r, )('(r, )d'r, (d. ())

to write Eq. (2.5a) as

or

r = (1+—,'we )/(1 —'; we)

—,'we =(~ —1)!(~+2),

(2.13a)

(2.13b}

E'(r) =E,(r)+ V„xV„x J G,(r —r, )eE'(r, ) (f'r, ,

(2.7)

the usual Lorentz-Lorenz equation. Returning to
the coordinate representation, Eq. (2.11) leads tu
the following expression for the effective field

where

E,(r) =E,(r)/(1+'-, wa), (2.8a)

drr

E'(r) =E,(r)+ V„xV„x G(r -r, )E,(r, ) d'r„

(2.14a)

e=e/(» we).

Introducing the Fourier transforms

(2.8b) where

G(r —r, ) = exp(ik(r —r, [)/Ir —r, ( (2.14b)

E'(q) = d3r s )q I E {r)r (2.9a)
is the Green's function corresponding to the uni-
form medium.

d (il) = f d're ' ")r, (r), (2.9b) III. SPATIALLY VARYING POLARIZABILITY

and

G,(r)= Jd'r Grr(r)= / d,r(VV'), (2.9c)

Eq. (2.7) reduces to the linear algebraic equation

In this section we develop techniques for the ap-
proximate solution of the general effective-field
equation (2.5a). Our basic assumption is that the

system differs only slightly from a homogeneous
medium. Accordingly, the normalized polariz-
ability will be written as

E '(q) = E.(q) + f4 w /(k'. —0') )q x qx E'(q), (2 1o) e (r}= e + i r(er), (3.1)

which can be solved by iterating and then summing
the resulting geometric series. After some
straightforward manipulation the result may be
written

Er(~) E (~) 4we qxqxE()(q)oq+
& 4 p2 q

(2.11a)

or, more simply, as

(k' —q')E (q) = [(k:—q')/(1 —: )]E.(q), (2.»b)

where

2 0 . ~ I 2

I —4me
(2.12)

(Notethatk'=k'. ) InEq. (2.11b) wehaveusedthefact
that, since E,propagates in the vacuum, q x q x Ep
= —qE.2

Equations (2.11) and (2.12) represent the solution
of the effective-field equation (2.5a) in the case of
a uniform medium. Physically, the principal ef-
fect of the medium is to change the velocity of
propagation of the wave from c to c/F'~'. While

E'= ED+ L (e)E'. (3.2)

Each term in this equation is understood to be a
function of r. The operator L (e) acting on an arbi-
trary function f (r) is defined as

when g is a dimensionless parameter that charac-.
terizes the strength of the medium's departure from
homogeneity. Our aim is to develop a perturbative
expression for the effective field. Due to the ran-
dom variable e(r), the effective field is a statisti-
cal quantity and is thus an exceedingly complicated
function that requires the detailed knowledge of e(r).
However, we may assume that the macroscopic
behavior of the effective field (e.g. , the dispersion
relation it obeys) is shared by the coherent wave,
the average of the effective field. If the scattering
medium is in equilibrium, the average may be per-
formed either over an ensemble of configurations
frozen at the instant t or over a period of time
long compared to the interval over which e varies.

To begin, let us write the basic equation (2.5a)
in symbolic form
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r. (c)r = f rrxrrxG, (r —,)c(r,)t (,) d r' (3.3) 1 —L = (1+g(L,) + g'(L, L,) + ~ )
' . (s.is)

In the limit o. -e (i.e., 'g-0), the operator L (a)
-L'(n) and we regain the uniform effective field

Expanding the right-hand side of this equation and
keeping terms through second order in g we find .

L=n(L )+)I ((L L ) —(L )(L ))+0(n'). (3.14)

E' = Eo+ L"(n)E'.

In general, let us define

E'= E'+DE'

(3.4) For convenience, let us assume that the constant
a in Eq. (3.1}has been chosen such that (n) = o(,
i.e., such that (n, ) =0. In this case (L,) vanishes
and Eqs. (3.12) and (3.14) reduce to

~ /—= E'+gE + )I E + ~ - ~ (3.5b)
(1 —n'(L, L,))(E') = E' (3.15)

and derive an equation for the quantity AE' that
describes the change in the effective wave due to
the inhomogeneities. Using Eqs. (3.5a) and (3.1)
in the right-hand side of (3.2), we find

E'=Eo+ I. (o)E'+ L (ga, )E'

+ L'(c()SE'+ L'(qa, )~E'.

Introducing the abbreviated notation

L,' = L'( )o, -
qL', = L'(qn, ),-

(s.6)

(3.7a)

(s.7b)

and recalling Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5a), we can obtain
an expression for AE' from Eq. (3.6):

SE' = gL', E'+ LOZE'+ gI, ',SE '

= gI,E'+ gL,AE' „ (3.6)

where

L, =(l —L ) Lo. (3.9)

E' = (1+TiL, + TEAL, L, +')l'L, L,L, + )E'. (3.10)

Iterating Eq. (3.8) we obtain the desired perturba-
tion series in q

In Sec. IV this result will be used to derive a dis-
persion relation correct. to second order.

IV. EFFECTIVE FIELDS AND THE DISPERSION RELATION

OF THE COHERENT FIELD

%e shall now apply the formalism developed in

Sec. III to write expressions for the effective wave
in the first and second orders of perturbation theo-
ry. It should be emphasized that, at the present
stage, the results of Sec. III are entirely formal in
the sense that we have not yet derived an explicit
representation of the operator L,. This point is
discussed in Appendix A where the definition (3.9)
is related to the solution of a linear integral equa-
tion. within this framework, the analysis is quite
similar to that used to solve for the uniform effec-
tive field E' [t.e., to derive Eqs. (2.11) and (2.14)] .
From Eqs. (Ail), in the coordinate representation,
the vector obtained by allowing L, to act on an ar-
bitrary vector field F(r) is found to be

L,,F = c,n, (r)F(r)

&E ) =(I+q(L,)+g&L,L,)+"~ )E . (s.ii)

By analogy with the uniform medium, Eq. (3.4),
let us define an operator L such that

(1 —L)(E') =E'. (3.12)

In view of (3.11), L must satisfy the equation

Equation (3.10) is the principal equation of this
section, ' it expresses the effective field E'in terms
of successive powers of the perturbation parameter
q and the operator L, defined by Eqs. (3.9) and

(3.7). All of the dependence on the random function
o., is contained in L, %e may now average equa-
tion (3.10) to obtain an expression for the coherent
wave:

+ c,V„&&V„x G(r —r,) o. ,(r,)F(r, ) d'r, , (4.1)

where c, and c, are the constants

c).= —';)T(I+';ma) ', (4.2a)

c, =(I+',-))e) '(1 — mn) '. (4.2b)

Note that, once again, the vacuum Green's function
G„(r}, which appeared in the definition of the orig-
inal operators L,' and L', [Eqs. (3.7) and (3.3)], has
been replaced by the medium Green's function
G(r) defined by Eq. (2.14b).

Using Eqs. (4.1) in (3.10), the first- and second-
order corrections to the effective wave are given by

r",( )=—d,E'=c,c,( )E'(r)+,r, xrr, x.f d rd( —r, )c,(r,')f, '(r, ), (4.3a)
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E!(r) =- (L,) E' = c,n, (r)E', (r) + c,V„xV„x I d r,G (r —r, )n, (r,)E,'(r, )

=ca(r)E'(r)+cc, a(r)vxvx (d'rG(r —r)a(r)E'(r)+vxvx drG(r —r)a'(r)E'(r))
da a

+ p~V„x V„x ~ &co r —
x &z x V„xV„cPJ'26 rz —rz Gz r~ E (4.3b)

Of course, with an explicit representation for the operator I, one may solve for the effective field to any
order, where successive corrections would involve higher moments of e, . Note that the resulting set of
equations is more useful than the hierarchy of equations developed from the multiple scattering viewpoint. "
These are explicit in the sense that the known field E appears on the right-hand side of Eqs. (4.3) and one
can readily estimate the range of validity of any truncated series.

Equation (4.3a) will be used in Sec. V to derive an explicit equation for the angular dependence of the
scattered radiation correct to second order. The remainder of this section is concerned with the deriva-
tion of the dispersion relation for the coherent wave (E'). To derive the dispersion relation from Eq.
(3.15) the action of the operator ((L,)') on the coherent wave must be examined. Combining the explicit rep-
resentation of (L,) given in equation (4.3b) with the identity (2.6), we obtain

( )I(')E=('c,'+';wcc)a', (r)(E'(r))+c,c, fd'r, a(r)a, (r, )v„xv xG(r r')&E'(r—))

+ (c,c, +',-mc', ) V„XV„x d'r, n', (r,)G(r —r,)(E'(r,))

+~'V, «, d'~G r r, ] r, ~, r, ~, , V„
a 0

(4.4)

$(l-., —-.,I) = (,(-.,),(.-,)&. (4.5)

$(~r, —r, ~) has been written as a function of the
argument ~r, —r, ~

to indicate that on the average
the system is both translationally invariant and
isotropic. The configuration average of Eq. (4.4)
is then

To average the right-hand side of Eq. (4.4) over the
various configurations of the random medium we
introduce the two-site correlation function

Note that (E (r,)) is also translationally invariant
and therefore does not enter the averaging pro-
cess. The vector field K(r) is analyzed in detail
in Appendix B. Assuming that the coherent effec-
tive field (E'(r)) may be represented as a linearly
polarized plane wave, K(r) can be reduced to

K(r) = (E'(r))K(k)

-=(E'(r))4vk dpS(p)e'"('F(kp}, (4.7a}

&(L,)'&& E'&

= (c', +aE]nc, c,)S(0)(E'(r))+ c,c,K(r)

where

F(x) = [(1—2x '+ 3x ') sin(x) +(x ' —3x ') cos(x)]

+ (c,c, +,'-7[c',)$(0)V„XV„X d'y, G (r —r, )(E'(r,)) +[i[(x ' —3x ') sin(x}+3x 'cos(x)]. (4.7b)

+ c,'V„x V„x d'r, G(r —r,)K(r,), (4.6a)

where

E(r) = f d'r, s(]r —r ))v, xv, xG(r —r )&E'(r)).
a

(4.6b)

It should be emphasized that the transverse char-
acter of K(r) (and hence of (E'(r))) is a conse-
quence not only of a scalar polarizability o.'(r),
but also of an isotropic correlation function $(r).

We now use equations (4.7a) and (4.6a) in (3.15),
and the resulting expression is Fourier trans-
formed to the q representation to obtain

II —0*&(I,)')]&E')=() — [( +-,' 0, c) ()w+cc, dS(0)] —c4cwc4[(c,c, -,
'rw'c)S( )0+cd(k)]-, ,) &'E( )0) =E'(0).

(4.8}

Multiplying by (q' —k'} and retaining terms of order tp, we obtain'
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[q' —k —4wq'k'[(c, c, +-', w c,')S(0) + c@(k)]) (E'(q)) = (q' —k')E '(q) . (4.0)

Since E propagates with wave number k, the right-
hand side of Eq. (4.9) is zero for all values of q.
Therefore, the dispersion relation for the coherent
wave to tP is

q' = k'[ I + 4wrt'( (c,c, +-',wc,')S(0) + c+(k)] ] . (4.10)

Equation (4.10) expresses the wave number q of
the coherent effective wave in terms of three pa-
rameters, ' the incident wavelength A. , the mean
polarizability 5 or the mean dielectric constant Z,
and S(0)= (o.,') In addition, q depends upon the shape
of the correlation function S(p) = (n, (r)n, (r+ p))
through the function K(k). The term pro-
portional to S(0) in (4.10) is real and independent
of A. . Physically, this contribution leads to a uni-
form slowing down of the coherent wave brought
about by the mean square fluctuations in o.,(r). By
contrast, the term proportional to R(k) has both
real and imaginary parts and is clearly X depen-
dent. From Eqs. (4.10) and (4.7a) we can write an
expression for the absorption coefficient of the
coherent wave due to scattering:

V. SCATTERED INTENSITY

Consider an infinite medium in which the mean
polarizability is equal to n. Then in the far-field
region Eqs. (3.5b) and (4.3a) give a first-order
expression for the effective wave:

E'(kx) = [1-+q cn, (mX)]E (mx)

+ gg2Vx x Vx x cPr, G AX —r~ @i r, E ' r

Q(mg r ) ( 0&/X)s lkr m (5.3a)

and assuming that E' is linearly polarized,

(5.1)

where r-mX (m being a unit vector). Here we
have recognized that the integral extends over the
finite volume V in which both E' and o., are
nonzero (i.e., the volume containing the coherently
illuminated inhomogeneities). Making the far-field
approximation

2 im(q) = rf (4wc, )'k' dp S(p) Im[e'"~ E(kp)), (4.11) E t(r )
—E Ice'lk I~ (5.3b)

where Im(x) means the imaginary part of x.
the portion of the effective field propagating in the
m direction is

ikx
E,(mX) =E'(mX) —[1+pc,n, (mX)] E'(mX) = gc,E'k m xcxm '

d r, o,(r,)e"~' " (5.3)

Far from the volume V, E, represents the scattered field. In most experimental situations V is a cylinder
aligned with k direction (taken to be the z axis). Defining the scattering vector s equal to the wave-vector
difference

(5.4)

dz a, (xyz)e'-~

where

the integral in Eq. (5.3) may be expanded to rewrite the scattered field
tn& s (o~-» )~/~ r /2

E,(mX) = pc+'k -'m xe xm
-(~'-»'P/' -i/2

(5.5a)

s, = —k sin8cosp, s, = —ksin8sinp, and s, =k(1 —cos8). (5.5b)

The angles 8 and P are the polar and azimuthal
angles of m, 0 is the cylinder radius, and E is its
length.

Equation (5.5a) can be solved easily if

S/2

dz a,(xyz)e'"~ =—o.,(x,y,
' s,)-n, (s,), (5.6)

&-&/2

where o., (s,) is independent of x and y. This ap-
proximation is valid in the limit l-~, where all
possible random arrangements are represented in

the z integration. Using Eqs. (5.6) in (5.5a), and
orienting the scattering plane so that y =-,'w

E,(mX) = qc,E'k', m x ex ma, (s,) 2wb'
—,—,c'",Z, (bksin8)

X '

b% sine

(5.7)

where J,(x) is a Bessel function of the first kind
and order. The function n, (s,) gives the angle
dependent background distribution of the scattered
field, which is modulated by a rapidly oscillating
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function, Z, (bk sin8)/bk sin 8 (since laser beams are
difficult to focus, b»X/e'~', so for sin8&0,
bksin8»1). This oscillatory function is the same
as that due to Fraunhofer diffraction from a circu-
lar aperture.

In a finite random system, particularly a dis-
perse, weakly scattering system, n, (x, y,'s, ) de-
pends explicitly on x and y. This breaks the circu-
lar symmetry. Thus the diffraction pattern from a
random screen is speckled and if the inhomogenei-
ties are mobile, the pattern sparkles. In a dis-
perse system, we may take the view that compara-
tively few of the differential volumes dxdydz in
Eq. (5.5a) are significant, and the the field ampli-
tude at a particular observation point depends upon
the interference between waves from these few.
Thus we should expect a. significant change in the
amplitude when the scattering angle varies

68= —,'w/rKcos8 or 58= ~v/zksin8, (5.aa)

where r&b and z ~ l. Similarly, in nonrigid sys-
tems, we should expect a significant change in the
time interval

5t =-2m/v~k sin8 or 5t = —,'w/e~~k(1 —cos8),
(5.Sb)

where e~ and v~~ are the scatterer velocities in the
scattering plane, perpendicular and parallel to k
(to this order of the far-field approximation there
is no dependence on the coordinate perpendicular
to the scattering plane).

Returning to Eq. (5.3), we can write an expres-
sion for the scattered Poynting vector

T, =g'c,'f (k'/X')mlexmI

S(p) = (o,(r)(y, (r+ p))

1 d3 (~ (5.9b)

and allowed the first integration to extend to infini-
ty. The degree to which these approximations are
inexact in a finite random medium lead to the dif-
fractive effects discussed above. %ithin the
approximations, one has a description of the scat-
tered irradiance that is observed by a detector of
angular width much greater than 58 in Eq. (5.8a)
and with a time constant much longer than 5t in
(5.8b).

Finally, we may write an expression for the
scattering cross section per unit volume in the
direction m '.

~(.) I, (mX)X'
IV

= q'4sc,'k'~e xm~' pdp S(p) sin(ep)/s,
0

where

s =2k[sin-,'8~,

(5.10a)

(5.10b)

and we have used that S(p) is isotropic. Now, let-
ting the polar z axis coincide with the k direction
and the polarization direction coincide with the x
axis, the polarization factor is

~e x m)' = cos'8+ sin'8 sin'Q, (5.11}

where X is the irradiance of the average wave and

p =r —r, . %'e have also approximated the two-point
correlation function

x d'r d'r, n, (r)n, (r )e"
V V

=n'cl(a'/x'ale xmI'vt d'ps(p)e"~, (5.9a)

where 8 and P are still the polar and azimuthal
angles of m. With Eq. (5.11) we may integrate
$(m) over all solid angles to obtain the scattering
coefficient of absorption,

o =— $(m)dQ = rP(4wc, )'k' dp S(p)[sin'kp+2(kp) ' sinkp coskp —5(kp} ' sin'kp+3(kp) '

—6(kp) ' sinkp coskp+3(kp) ~ sin'k p]. (5.12)

With Eqs. (4.7b) and (4.11), we see that

o = 2 lm(q), (5.13)

wave number dependent upon the nature of the me-
dium surface.

where q is the wave number of the coherent wave
correct to q'. Hence, making the approximations
in Eq. (5.9a), which ignore the diffractive effects
of afinitemedium, yields a scattering cross section
compatible with the attenuation of the average ef-
fective field in an infinite medium. Corresponding-
ly, the true effective field for a particular random
system at a particular time will propagate with a

VI. DISCUSSION

Let us summarize the results for an infinite
isotropic medium characterized by the randomly
varying scalar polarizability n(r) = a+ n, (r}. The
average effective field will propagate with the wave
number q where to order g'
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Re{8)=8{{+0 —, e'c aq(0)+ r) 8r c 8

x dpSp Bee ~Fkp
0

(6.1a)

Im(q) = —,')1'(42(c,) k'

AS p Im e' ~)F kp (6.lb)

where

Re(s)RP+(kp)) = [ 1 5(kp) + 3(kp) '] sinkp coskp

+[(kp) ' —3(kp) ']cos2kp (6.1c)

k is the wave number of the average medium wave,

k=e''k =2ve /Xq

and S(p) is the two-point correlation function,

S(p) =& {)(r). o(r+p)).

(6.2)

(6.3)

This average is either over an ensemble of random
systems or over time in nonrigid systems in equi-
librium. Finally, c, is the constant

c,=(l —,'-mo. ) '(I+Rvn) '. (6.4)

The scattering cross section per unit volume in the
nz direction, which is at the anglee with respect to
the k direction, is

OO

lit(m) =){)'4sc',k [exmi' pdpS(p), (6.5a)
0

where

s =2k' sin(-,'8)i, (6.5b)

and e is a unit vector in the polarization direction
of the average medium wave. As expected, the
scattering coefficient of absorption for the coher-
ent wave is

and

Im(e' ('F(kp)) = [1—5(kp) '+3(kp) ] sin'kp+3(kp)

+ [(kp) ' —3(kp) ']2sinkpcoskp.

(6.1d)

correlation function will occur when p(a and p)a.
There are two second-order contributions to the

phase velocity retardation. The first is wavelength
independent and is a second-order Lorentz-Lorenz
correction due to the mean squared fluctuations.
It results from the self-field of E', (-n,E') acting
on the surrounding mean polarizability to induce
a second-order effect at the local-field point.
Hence the dependence on nS(0). The wavelength-
dependent contribution to the retardation results
from the effective slowing down of the wave due to
the increased path length involved in correlated
two-point scattering.

Of primary importance is the nature of the cor-
relation function. One may take the inverse of Eq.
(6.5a), measure $(m), and determine S( p) experi-
mentally as in x-ray scattering. If the random
medium is simulated, the correlation function may
be calculated directly. " Or a functiona1. form for
S(p) may be assumed, with an adjustable parameter
proportional to the size of the inhomogeneities, to
calculate the measurable quantities. Then, by ex-
periment, one determines the physical significance
of the size parameter. "'"

Finally, the mth term of a perturbation expansion
scales with rl" ({)., ), where variations in n, may be
due to density or temperature fluctuations, the
presence of suspended particles, etc. In the latter
case, if the concentration in volume of the parti-
cles is P, then

(a, ) = (c(») y+({)-'») (1 —(j)),

where n» and {).» are the polarizability deviations
of a particle and the bath, respectively (recall that
a = o. + e, contains a factor of the dipole number
density, and therefore is dimensionless). If {j)«1,
then

(6.8)

so successive perturbation terms are scaled down-
ward by a factor of )Vo.». Equations like (6.8) de-
termine the physical range of validity of the expan-
sion for a measurable quantity in a given type of
random material.

a=2 (er(q)= Jq(.d(). (6.6) APPENDIX A

The coherent wave is attenuated by intensity
scattered into finite angles. The scattered cross
section in the direction m is proportional to the
Fourier components of S( p), 6t(m) - fd p' S( p)e"'~
where s =k —km. But the magnitude of s is limit-
ed, 0 (s &2k. Thus only the smaller spatial fre-
quencies of S(p) contribute to the scattering.
These correspond to the flatter portions of S(p).
If the medium inhomogeneities are characterized
by the length a, then the flatter portions of the

L = (1 —L ) L, (A1)

originally defined in connection with Eqs. (3.9),
(3.10), and (3.15). To begin,

8( )= f V, x V, x 0,( —r,)ea, (r,)R(r,)d'r,

+ V, xV„xGR(r —r,)BE(r,)d r, , (A2)

In this Appendix we derive an explicit representa-
tion of the operator
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(AS)

so that a solution of Eq. (A2) provides a closed
expression for the operator Ly.

Applying the identity (2.6) to Eq. (A2), and then
Fourier transforming the resulting equation to the

q representation, we obtain

where E(r,) is an arbitrary vector field. Equation
(A2) may be rewritten symbolically as

E =L,E+LGE =(1 —LG) 'L~E = LAE,

obtain the desired expression for the operator L,

E(r) = L,E(r)

=g c,n, r E r +c,V„XV„

x G(r —r, )«,(r,)E(r,) d'r, ), (Alla)

where G(r —r, ) is the average medium Green's
function, Eq. (2.14b), and

c,=- w(1+,'-wo. ) ', (A11b)

where
,, = (1,'-w~)-'(& +-,'wn) '. (A 11c)

F(r() = f,dred, ('r)E(r)e "' (A5a)
APPENDIX B

In this Appendix we consider the integral

and

d'(, (r) = n, (r)(1+' cE.) '. (A5b)

Introducing the longitudinal and transverse projec-
tion operators,

Pg =qq '/q (A6a)

1+ 2 E ——m1+ 2 2. f, q

or, since 1=PL+P~, as

4 ~ 2

P~+ 1+ E E Pr E(q)a'o- q

L 3 y2 q2 T 1

Now, given any operator of the form

(A6)A =a~(q)P~+ar(q)Pr,

where az(q) and ar(q) are scalar functions of q, its
inverse is immediately given by

& '=[a.(q)l
' .P[+ar()q1 'Pr (A9)

since PL = PL, P~ = P» and PLP~ = P~PL = 0. Using
these identities, we operate on both sides of Eq.
(AV) with the inverse of the left-hand side

-( )
-8w —,'w+4wq'/(k', -q') =

( )3 1+4w6)q'/(kG —q')

or, after some straightforward rearrangement,

Pr = 1 PI. =(q'1 qq" )/q'= qxqx/q', (A6b)

then Eq. (A4) may be rewritten as

K(r) = f d r, S()r —r ))V„xV, xG(r —r,)(E'(r, )),
a

(81)

where (E') is assumed to be a linearly polarized
plane wave; i.e., (E'(r))=(E')e,e'q'. Changing
the variable of integration to p = r —r„K(r}may
be written

K(r)=(E')e«' fd ,S(p)e'

x[&,[&, G(p)e. l [&,'G(p)e-„]}

(82)

where o is now a small sphere about p=0. Now,

v'(, [G( p)e, ] = [V'(G ( p) ]e,
= —[k'G( p) +4w5( p)]e„

- —k'G( p)e„, (83)

vp(V~. G(p)e,)-, e, ,
&'G(p)-

ax' (84)

since the y and z components of the vector are
easily shown to integrate to zero, assuming that
S(p) is isotropic. Combining equations (83) and
(84), we obtain

K(r)=(E'(r)) f d' (p)dp"e'
a

since the point p=0 is excluded from the volume of
integration. Similarly, the first term in the curly
braces of (82) reduces to

8m 4mq'P~
E(q) = — —1+(, )~ E f,(q), (A 10)

x k2G p+

The derivative O'G/Sx' is given by

(85)

where k'=Zko and e is defined by the Lorentz-
Lorenz relation, (2.13).

Transforming back to the z representation, we

s'G( p) — w'k —1/p x' —, Sik 3 (86}
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Substituting (86) into (85) and converting to spherical coordinates,

K(r) =(E'(r)) p dpS(p)G(p) sin8d8e "~"'
&dp k'+ +sin'8 cos2y—;,-, e

'" —, (ik —1/p)', , —, 3ik 3

C 0 — p p p J

(87)

where the z axis has been chosen parallel to the direction of the vector q. Integrating over the
angles and rearranging,

OO

K(r) =(E'(r))4vk pdpS(p)G(p) —sin(qp)+[i —(kp) '] —(kp+3[i —(kp) '))

(88)

Anticipating that K will appear in a second-order perturbation term of the dispersion relation, Eqs.
(4.8)-(4.10), we will only need the zero-order terms of K where we will find that q=k[l+O(q )].
Accordingly we may write

K(r) =-K(k)(E'(r))+O(q'),

where

K(k) -=4vk dp S(p)e'" F(kp),
0

and

(89a)

(Bob)

(Bgc)

Expanding E(x), we find it well behaved for small values of its argument, E(x) =x(1 ——,', ) —,', ix'+-
thus the integral of equation (89b) may be extended to zero with no difficulty.
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